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Molten Armor is an action tower defense game with a non-linear story in sci-fi setting!
Command defenses and stop hordes of enemies! Fight on land, sea and in the skies!

Decisions taken in the heat of battle will change the course of the war.

The history of the game unfolds on a remote planet Marina - one of the colonies of the Earth Empire, the conflict on which
turned into a full-fledged long-term struggle for influence, territory and wealth of the planet. In the game you will take on the
role of the brave commander of the defensive unit, who, in the course of the game, will often need to make a difficult choice.
What will your decisions lead to - only time will tell, and now is the time to stop the enemy with the firepower of your turrets!

 Nonlinearity - depending on your choices, different scenarios will be opened with unique levels - besides visual
differences (cities, deserts, snow-covered forests), you can take part in a sea battle, escape from enemies on the train
through the desert and go on a bomber flight, shooting enemies from all sides.

 Story - your decisions will influence not only the war itself but will also change fates of your squad mates. They can
leave your squad, die or join enemy ranks, thus leading you to one of four endings.
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 Active participation in battle - you can't just build towers and watch the battlefield passively. Key to victory lies in
constant buffing you turrets and cleverly using special abilities.

 Diverse gameplay - from defending evacuation convoys and participating in an ambush to breaking through enemy
defenses and fighting giant bosses.

 Heroes - in addition to the player, storyline develops around several persons, who actively participate in both dialogs and
combat - each of them can be sent into the battle. Sniper, machine gunner and even a flamethrower tank will aid you
with defeating enemies.

 Special abilities - In addition to building guns on the battlefield, in the arsenal of defense there are barricades, slowing
down nets, mines, rockets and even a tactical slowdown!

 Weapons specialisation - different towers work better agains different enemies. For example, a machine gun will do
nicely against infantry, and cannons will lay waste to enemy tanks.

 Hardcore - this game will make you sweat, but if you want to have some casual fun, you can always select the easy
mode.
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All it does it auto disconnect me after like 3 minutes and the servers are so laggy with a 40 ping. 
http:\/\/maroonersrock.com\/2010\/11\/review-blue-toad-murder-files-the-mysteries-of-little-riddle-for-pc\/

I was given a copy for review before this was on Steam, but I lost my key code and could not use the install package anymore.
Seeing this on sale for under a dollar, I was more than happy to scoop it up for my Steam library.

. I fell in love with this game.

If you're an adventure gamer and like detective stories, this is the game for you. There are five cases you have to solve,
sometimes intertwined because you meet characters from previous cases which is often a lot of fun. You can fail to solve a case
if you miss a clue or you can send the wrong person to jail - it almost happened to me, because I didn't talk to one person I
missed a whole string of events. So you do some good old detective work but, although very well done, that was not what I liked
the most. It was the characters. I don't want to get into it too much (spoilers!), but let's just say one person made me laugh as
well as cry over the course of the game, you'll know who I mean when you play it. On this note, the dialogues and voice-acting
are excellent from everyone involved, you can tell a lot of thought and love went into this. Highly recommend and much love to
the developers from Germany!

. DOES NOT INCLUDE ABIGAIL!!!! Screenshots show him, but it is NOT included.

This bundle contains the following Darkstalkers Crossover Costumes:
- Chun-Li: Morrigan
- Menat: Felicia
- Ed: Demitri
- Menat: Khaibit
- Urien: Donovan
- Juri: Lilith. let's give nether a chance, a last chance...
I really like this game and before burying it again I call for you to report bugs and give the devs a little time to make the game
and servers more stable and add a bit of content.
let's show that it can be possible, for a game with potential, to be taken care by a community of users and developers and truly
become what it was designed to be.
I can see the improvements and I expect more...
In the meantime, good luck and good hunt.... This developer "is listening" to feedback and growing. This game is a vast
improvement over his first indie title "Time Of The Zombies" by leaps and bounds!

Here's my first impressions look at this game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DrDwzf8OE2s

This game is a promising little platformer game which I believe with a little work can be very fun and well worth the price tag.

It needs controller support, high scores, Steam high scores, and some changes made to the enemy AI to make them a lot more
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forgiving and easier to deal with. Right now, they will shoot at you whenever there is a clear line of sight between you and them,
regardless of if they are facing away from you or not. In my opinion, if this developer will change the code to make them only
fire at you if and when they can see you (facing you), it will help make this game MUCH more fun.

I've given this game thumbs up for "effort" and will wait for what I believe are a few needed changes in updates before giving
this game my score. Until then, I still give this game my "thumbs up" just because this is soooo much better than his first
GameGuru zombie title.

. OMG !! 1 move per 72 hr ??? see you tomorrow.. Exactly what is written on the tin.
The Next series is a spiritual cousin to the likes of ZUP, OIK, and QOP and has a short but relaxing musical track, light physics
puzzles and is rife with achivements. Next 3, and its siblings, makes for a nice diversion, with some simple but enjoyable
gameplay and superior achivement farming (whilst still actually having a viable game to play).

Replay value is limited, though several puzzles do have multiple solutions (intentioned or not). However, I did find the puzzles
in this iteration to be, in general, simpler than others in the series and slightly simpler than those contained in ZUP and similar
contemporaries. That said, there are different dynamics\/effects not present in other titles and so makes for an enjoyable initial
play through.

Definately recommened for fans of this genera and achivement hunters--especially if on sale or as part of a bundle.. The game is
decent, with a pretty good story.
It really brings up memories regarding retro games. It looks like the devs tried to make it different than the RPG Maker games
by adding several different features like the fighting, mining and woodcutting.

The con of the game is the fact that you have to walk a loooooot.
I will give it a Thumbs up for the moment. Will se how the story evolves as I progress.
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Downgraded version of Golden Axe- exact same playstyle- brawl while you walk. Switch characters. Light on strategy, heavy on
action, bland in narrative, although I can see where the developers were trying to be funny. 4/10 Good for the fans of the walk
and brawl genre, though it looks like a flash version of a game.. There’s something wonderful about Lovely Weather We’re
Having, by Julian Glander. Maybe it has something to do with the bright pastel colours, off-the-wall characters and adorable
little pug that faithfully follows you wherever you go? It’s a delightful plaything, that’s undeniable, but it leaves me craving more
than it can offer.

You and your little pug friend have been locked out of the house, and have nothing but roaming around the village and talking to
the locals to pass the time. And what a weird bunch of locals they are. There’s a giant sea monster, for one thing, who is much
more approachable and friendly than his exterior may suggest. Then there’s the guy with the rockin’ afro, slumped beside his
house and always asking philosophical questions. I’m pretty sure he’s the game’s token stoner, though. There’s over a dozen of
these lovable characters to encounter, and they will always be happy to spit out some mystifying conundrum, or piece of advice.

The game, in a clever little piece of technological jiggery-pokery, can extrapolate time and weather details based on where you
are playing, and the town and townspeople will react accordingly. At night time you’ll receive a torch to run around with and so
on. Little touches like that keep things interesting, and add a little variety to your encounters you’ll have with your neighbours.

You aren’t supposed to play for extended periods of time. Rather, a few short 10-15 minute bursts at different times of the day.
That way you’ll get to experience the day gracefully fade to night, and the various mood changes your neighbours have
throughout the day.

It’s just a kick in the pants that there’s not much more to Lovely Weather We’re Having.

I’m not new to these “goal-free” games, where exploration is your only real objective, but I’m a little disheartened nonetheless.

The game’s world and the people that inhabit it are so well-crafted, that it’s difficult to believe that there isn’t more to discover.
Just a little more interaction, please, that’s all I ask.

Don’t let my slight grievances put you off, though. Lovely Weather We’re Having is a gorgeous game to explore, and Glander’s
signature art style will appeal just as much to adults as it will to children.

People of a more serene disposition will glean more enjoyment out of Lovely Weather We’re Having than the rest of us, but I
suspect that was the intention all along.

If you enjoyed my review, please feel free to visit my website for more!
http://criticalindiegamer.com/2015/11/lovely-weather-were-having-is-a-delightful-disappointment/. I just love this game. I've
only gone through the first episode so far, and I can tell that the game is great. A very inmersive game, with a great soundtrack
and a different way of doing things.
Recommended 100%. Eh, it's ok. Needs a few touches, but overall not horrible.. I've enjoyed my time with the game so far.

The city has a very unique art style and there are some very pretty areas to discover. Walking around the city and discovering
new people to talk to and words to learn is a very relaxing experience.

It's not as concise a learning tool as reading a book mighe be. Since you do have to walk around and aren't continuously
confronted with text. With my level of French I find that quite comforting however, as I can give my mind a brief rest between
conversations.

I'd recommend the game to anyone who has a playful approach to learning a language and would like to spice up their existing
routine, but also to anyone who might want to take a stroll in a lovely, fantasy city.

. I tried it because I like Longbow from the Lab. Unfortunately its bow mechanics are quite poor. The bow hand controls aiming
and the arrow hand only controls the pull of the arrow. That means twisting your bow hand completely changes the aim
regardless of where your other hand is. The hit boxes aren't clean, and the armor on the mobs doesn't matter. The free bow
games are much higher quality than this, sadly.. Shadow Blade: Reload is the PC version of the highly rated mobile title of the
same name. It's a fast paced ninja platformer.
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Despite getting mostly all low grades on my first playthrough, I was still able to beat the game without becoming too frustrated
thanks to well placed checkpoints. Your fast movement and attacks allow for fluid gameplay without the need to stop, not even
to kill an enemy. Double jumping and dashing is a great way of traversing the diverse maps that are currently set in 4 different
environments. At the moment there is a total of 60 normal levels, with more on the way. Each level features obstacles, such as
traps or minions. Enemies can be dispersed by using your blades or the ever-so-useful shurikens.

Full Review: http://www.crypticgames.com/main/viewtopic.php?f=11&t=28. Ok, I bought this game for 50 cents, and I
recommend it for a bit more. However, I was ready to give this game a bad review. I love Arkanoid and the whole ball and bat
genre. However, when I started this game, I was missing shots because my cursor was so laggy.

It might just be my PC, but I have an I7 with a GTX 1070 and 16 gbs of ram, but that doesn't mean there's some unique
combination of hardware that made my pc have a problem with this game.

Anyway, if you buy this game, and you're having a problem, go into the options menu and change DirectX to Opengl rendering.
I did this, and my framerate was immediately smooth, and instead of dying repeatedly on the second level, I began progressing
and having a lot of fun. Everything was smooth, and I was hitting my shots.

I'm not sure what is wrong with DirectX rendering on my machine, but I can recommend this game, and can tell you that if
you're frustrated, switch your rendering to Open GL!
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